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The present invention relates to improvements 
in spray guns. More particularly, it pertains to 
a spray gun adapted simultaneously to project 
particles of material and sprays of adhesive into 
a chosen path, each spray converging in different 
areas more effectively to render the comminutecl 
particles adherent for application to selected 
surfaces, and the provision of such a spray gun 
is a principal object of the invention. 
More speci?cally, it is an object of the inven 

tion to provide a spray gun, and new method of 
operating the same, adapted to project particles 
of material from a nozzle equipped with a multi 
ple-jet spray gun head, the jets being circumfer 
entially arranged in alternately pitched relation 
ship around the end of the nozzle, whereby simul 
taneously to project a plurality of converging 
sprays of adhesive against the material in a man 
ner such that one of the sprays will converge in 
advance of the other more effectively to render 
the particles adherent for application to selected 
surfaces. 7 - 

Other objects of the invention will in part be 
obvious and will in part appear hereinafter. 
The invention accordingly comprises the fea~'v 

tures of construction, combination of elements, 
and arrangement of parts, which will be exempli 
?ed in the construction hereinafter set forth and 
the scope of the application of which will be in 
dicated in the claims. 
For a fuller understanding of the nature and 

objects of the invention reference should be had 
to the following detailed description, taken in con 
nection with the accompanying drawings, in 
which: 

Fig. 1 is a plan view of the operating end of a 
spray gun embodying the present invention; 

Fig. 2 is a sectional plan view, similar to Fig, l, 
somewhat enlarged for purpose of illustration; 

Fig. 3 is a front view of the spray gun shown 
in Fig. 1; and 

Fig. 4 is a diagrammatic illustration of the 
manner in which the spray gun is adapted simul 
taneously to project comminuted material and 
cone-like sprays of adhesive. 
The type of spray gun herein depicted is par 

ticularly useful, for example, for heat insulation 
purposes, and, otherwise building up mats of‘ com-1 
minuted materials on selected surfaces, as illus 
trated in the patents to Wenzel‘ et al., Nos. 
1,718,507, 1,888,841, 2,179,678; the patent to Fix, 
No. 1,837,422; and the patent to Bennett, No. 
1,978,125. 
“Referring more particularly to the drawings, 
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2 
there is indicated generally at H] a preferred em 
bodiment of the spray gun contemplated by the 
present invention. This comprises a cylindrical 
pipe, or nozzle, II. A granular, comminuted, or 
macerated material, the latter being preferably of 
a ?brous nature, is projected through the pipe by 
means of a motor driven blower. The blower and 
associated means are not shown in the drawings 
since they are all fully disclosed in the above 
mentioned patents and the description in this 
respect needs no further elaboration. 
Attached to the end of the pipe is a multiple 

jet spray gun head indicated generally at W 
This head preferably comprises a cylindrical 
member l3 having secured thereto a suitable cap 
it, separated by a gasket Hi. The cap [4 maybe 
secured to the member l3 by any suitable means, 
for example, a bolt and nut arrangement 11. The 
cylindrical member I3 is chambered as indicated 
at It! to receive a suitable adhesive fed through 
a pipe I9 under variable pressure. The member 
l3 also contains an air chamber 20 which is fed 
with compressed air through a pipe 2|. 
Mounted in the face of the cap l4 are a num 

ber of alternately pitched atomizing jets l5 and 
30. Preferably, these jets are screw-threaded into 
the cap It. Around the intermediate portion of 
each jet is an annular ori?ce 22 leading to chan 
nels 23, 23 which communicate with a central 
aperture 24 in the jet which has a spray outlet 
25. Preferably the outlet 25 is countersunk in any 
suitable manner in order to expand the cone 
like spread of the spray. Screw-threaded into the 
rear of each jet [5 and 30 is a member 26 having 
a longitudinal opening 21 therein connecting the 
adhesive chamber I 8 with the central aperture 24. 
The annular ori?ce 22 is brought into communi 
cation with the compressed air chamber 20 
through channels 21. By this arrangement the 
compressed air, as it is by-passed through the 
jets l5 and 30, atomizes the adhesive coming from 
the chamber l8 and projects the same in a cone 
like spray. Simultaneously therewith the com 
minuted material is blown, or projected, into 
space through a chosen path traversed by a plu 
rality of converging sprays of adhesive wherein 
one spray is adapted to converge in advance of 
the other, as more fully indicated in Fig. 4 of the 
drawings, -- .- , , 

The spray gun herein described is illustrated as 
having six spray jets in the head I2 surrounding 
the nozzle II in which the three alternate jets l5 
are pitched preferably to converge approximately 
thirty inches from the head. The other three 
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alternate jets 30 preferably are pitched to con 
verge ?fteen inches from the head. Obviously, 
the gun need not necessarily have a, total of six 
jets but must have at least two to produce the 
novel effect described. 
Of particular signi?cance is the spacing and 

pitching arrangement .of .the jets. l5 andj?, as is 
more fully idisclosed diagrammatically in Fig. .of ‘.1 
the drawings. For example, by pitching the'jets 
15 so that they converge with the spray of come...10 
minuted material at a point about thirty inches 
from the opening of the pipe lil,iandsbylpitchingr 
the jets 38 so that they converge with the spray. 
of comminuted material at arpoint about/?fteen‘. 
inches from the pipe I I, an ideal'arrangement for‘ 15'" 
suitably coating the comminuted material will be 
obtained. These distances are conveniently indi--~~ 

There is thus provided-la, - cated at I5" and 30". 
means to project comminuted material into space 
through a chosen path and simultaneously to pro-. 20 
ject; ‘a plurality ‘of.v converging‘sprays 'of adhesive" 
intorthe same path‘so that one‘of'the sprays will‘ 
converge in advance. "of the “other;- whereby the - 
material can" be rendered’ suitablyradherent for" 25 
application'toselected‘surfaces? 
In practice" it' has’ beerrfoiurld"that‘v a“ gun- enr 

bodying‘the tprinciples'of--the“present ‘invention 
has‘ many‘. advantages: Foriexample; there is-pro 
vided'a distinct convergingconediké ‘spray'of ‘ad: 
hesive‘ through" which"the“fibrous-‘material must‘ 30" 
pass, thereby- suitably‘ to _ bé‘coatedwith‘thg ad'i 
hesive 'beforerit‘ reacheswav selectedi‘surface ‘on , 
which ' it is ‘ to“ be‘: \ adheringlyr‘projectedr ' This 

muiti-coating" process insures‘a considerable. ‘rev 35 
duction in 'waste' in‘coating‘ the particles ' of'lcom‘e ' 
minuted material" which .‘normally- would‘ noirbe ' 
coated‘ in‘ passing through a;sin'gle~spray, varea-("In ‘ 
addition‘ to“ econommpbetter- workmanship" is 
assured; because ;thefparticles"are“more uniformly 
and." thoroughly coated; orirnpregnated; with“ 
adhesive‘ than . would’b'e the’ “ case~"with a‘ single‘: 
spray.‘ 'An' additionaladvantage""in"havingtat 
least two such€convergingspraysat diiiérent dis 
taxicesi from the “endiof thei‘gun‘ that :the “gun , 4.5 
becomes 'moremniversal‘ini operation: ' That is; 
the’distance atlwhich'tliehead ‘ofthee'gun- is held‘.v 
from 'the ‘ surface 'onr'which the“ application . of‘ 
?brous materialist being—ma'de ‘does not become 
so "critical; 
verging ‘at about '" thirtyiinches; the‘ head’ of;. the: 
gun‘ must “beheld “about“.thirtymsix'v inches ‘away ' 
afroin‘ theselected‘surfaceto ‘ be ‘coated to'obtair'r a;v 
proper'coating; ‘ A“ multiple-jehgun~ can‘ be 
brought much“ closeriand " still ‘obtaima' proper 
coatingrof particles;"therebylmakhi'git'possible‘to 
get’niuch‘better‘resultswhen'workingin restrictedi 
spaces; ’ 

Another ‘importantil advantage: ‘of ‘ the “ present; 
invention" is that'it-providesia novel method of‘ 
operation: ’ For“instance,‘as"the gums directed; 
toward ' andealongfa selected-surface 'an outer: 
advancing wall“ of“thee-coneelikeispmy-primes- the; 
selected 'surface'forthe‘reception for-the adherent 
particleseregardlessicf'any horizontal or vertical c5 
movement *of ' the‘ gun; including "rotation ' of :the 
gun around ‘i?Sf ‘own longitudinalcaxist" ‘ At arr-fine; 
termediate stage ethe'r?be'rs; themselves "are lrenei 
dered? adherent "in " passing-l‘ through ‘thee-spray;-~ 
Thereafter a following wall of the cone-likespray' 7"0" 
primes‘ or ‘coats, l. e.v oversprays ‘successive’ layers 
oflthe deposited fibrousmaterial;v ‘ ' Y 

A~further~advantage possesse'd'by'the multiple; 
ieti'gun" is that greaterrspeedrofapplication" can" 
be’oiotainedbecause more particiesof ‘commilliitcd T45" 
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4 
material per minute can be handled and satis 
factorily coated than would be possible with a 
single-jet gun. 

It should be noted that different types of com 
minuted material would normally require a dif 
ferent technique and a di?‘erent type of gun in 
conventional practice. However, the gun herein 
described is: versatile in ithat fall; six ‘alternate 
pitch jets can be operated at once where a con 
siderably greater proportion of adhesive to fiber 
i'sdesired with a ?ber capable of being applied in 
large’ quantities over a very short period of time. 
By, inserting. blanknjets in either of the three 
alternately pitchedmoles in place of the jets I5 
and 30;" the gun..is. immediately adaptable to 
handling ?brous materials requiring a much 

. lesser'quantity of adhesive concentration. Also, 
either» set of pitched jets IE or 30 can be blocked 
out, thereby making it possible to operate with 
the gun at a greater distance from the surface or 
quite close if sodesired, adapting‘it ‘to almost all 
working" conditions usually- encountered.‘ Of ‘ 
course, it will beappreciated-that different sized" 
nozzles or jets can- berusedztoevaryrthe ‘now of - 

'3 adhesive instead ‘of'bloc‘king 'outsome of them; 
It will thusbe seen- that "the ‘objects -herein~ 

before set forth‘ may:v readily and ve?icientlybe 
attained; and since certain'changes-may be made 
‘in the above construction and'different embodi 
merits of thee-invention‘ could ‘be-made. without 
departing'from'thescope thereof, vit is intended 
that all matter contained in the above description, 
or shown" in theaccompanyingv drawings; shall be 

__ interpreted" as iilustrative and-not‘ in- a limiting‘ 
" sense. 

It is also to be-‘understood that the'following 
claims are intended=tocoverall of the'generic 
and speci?c featuresaof the‘invention ‘herein de 
scribed, and all statements of the scope of the' 
invention which, as a matter of languageymight 
be'isaidto fall therebetween: 
Having described my invention, what I‘ claim" 

as new-and desire-to securerby Letters-‘Patent, is: 
1. In‘ agun- ofl the-typeadapted' to ‘spray, a 

divided‘ material T‘ and ' a liquidladhesive wvhereby 
said material iscrenderedl adherent for» applica 
tion. to selected surfaces; the improvement com 
prising means to project-said divided material into 
vspace‘ through a chosen path,1and'means simul_ 
taneously to project a plurality of cone-like sprays 
of said. adhesive, said adhesivesprays being dif 
ferently pitched-relative to the‘ chosen path of 
said material and- converging with the chosen 
path of said material‘at vdiiferent points. 

5' 2. In a gun of the type adapted to spray, a 
divided'material' and a liquid adhesivewhereby 
said material is rendered adherent for'applica 
tion: to selected surfaces,"theimprovement com 
prising means’ to ' project’ said 5 divided material 
into space through a'chosen path,“and means,.in-. 
eluding a series of differently pitched‘jets 00-‘ 
operativelyi associated with said ._ ?rst .. named 

means; simultaneously to‘projecta plurality of._ 
cone-like sprays of said adhesivejsaid adhesive 
sprays being differently-‘pitched relative to the 
chosen path of saidmaterialland converging/with. 
the chosen' path‘ ofrsaid- material .at. different, 
points. 

3; In‘ a gun;of‘thetypejadapteditospray a; 
divided material anda; liquid adhesive whereby, 
said material is rendered-adherent for applica-_. 
tion to selected surfaces, the improvement “com-V 
prising a nozzle adapted .to project said divided" 
maii?l‘ial" 'intwspacevthrough'a chosen~= path,~ ‘and 
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means, including a multiple-jet spray gun head 
having jets circumferentially arranged around 
the end of said nozzle, simultaneously to project 
a plurality of cone-like sprays of said adhesive, 
said adhesive sprays being diiferently pitched 
relative to the chosen path of said material and 
converging with the chosen path of said material 
at different points. 

4. In a gun of the type adapted to spray a com 
minuted material and a liquid adhesive whereby 
said material is rendered adherent for application 
to selected surfaces, the improvement comprising 
a cylindrical nozzle adapted to project said mate~ 
rial into space through a chosen path, and means, 
including a multiple-jet spray gun head mounted 
on the end of said nozzle, which head has a liquid 
adhesive chamber and a compressed air chamber, 
with a series of differently pitched atomizing jets 
alternately arranged in said head communicating 
with said adhesive and air chambers simultane 
ously to project a plurality of cone-like sprays 
of said adhesive, said adhesive sprays being dif 
ferently pitched relative to the chosen path of 
said material and converging with the chosen 
path of said material at di?erent points. 

5. In a gun of the type adapted to spray a 
divided material and a liquid adhesive whereby 
said material is rendered adherent for application 
to selected surfaces, the improvement comprising 
means to project said divided material into space 
through a chosen path, and means, including a 
series of di?erently pitched jets cooperatively 
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6 
associated with said ?rst named means, simul 
taneously to project a plurality of cone-like sprays 
of said adhesive, said adhesive sprays being dif 
ferently pitched relative to the chosen path of said 
material and converging with the chosen path of 
said material at different points, each of said jets 
having an outlet terminating in an expanded ori 
?ce, whereby to provide an expanded cone-like 
spread of said spray. 

6. In the art of spraying a divided material and 
an adhesive, whereby the material is rendered 
adherent for application to selected surfaces, the 
improvement comprising simultaneously project 
ing a spray of said material and a plurality of 
cone-like sprays of said adhesive, said adhesive 
sprays being diiierently pitched relative to the 
chosen path of said material and converging with 
the chosen path of said material at different 
points. v 

ARTHUR J. LAMPE. 
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